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Q1) What was the name of the first spacecraft to visit Pluto?

Q2) Which driver won the F1 world title in 1982 despite winning only one race?

Q3) Hydrophily is a botanical word relating to what property of plants?

Q4) Who discovered the planet Uranus?

Q5) Which artist is widely known for his work, The Persistence of Memory?

Q6) How many acres are there in a square mile?

Q7) How many gallons are in a peck?

Q8) By adding together each digit of Pi, in the order they appear, how many digits are required to reach a total of 23?

Q9) In what year did HTML5 receive "W3C Recommendation" status and become the standard for presenting web content on
the Internet?

Q10) Which novel has a heroine called Becky Sharp?

Q11) Which philosopher, composer and writer authored the works, Discourse on Inequality and The Social Contract?

Q12) Which singer married Cherry Seaborn in 2018?

Q13) What is the middle name of cricketer W. G. Grace?

Q14) At sea, how many hours is a dogwatch?

Q15) The ngwee is the currency of which country?

A) Pollination    B) Sap flow    C) Wilting leaves    D) Root growth

A) 2    B) 1    C) 3    D) 4
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Trivia Quiz Answers
by Words Up Games

Q1) What was the name of the first spacecraft to visit Pluto?

Q2) Which driver won the F1 world title in 1982 despite winning only one race?

Q3) Hydrophily is a botanical word relating to what property of plants?

Q4) Who discovered the planet Uranus?

Q5) Which artist is widely known for his work, The Persistence of Memory?

Q6) How many acres are there in a square mile?

Q7) How many gallons are in a peck?

Q8) By adding together each digit of Pi, in the order they appear, how many digits are required to reach a total of 23?

Q9) In what year did HTML5 receive "W3C Recommendation" status and become the standard for presenting web content on
the Internet?

Q10) Which novel has a heroine called Becky Sharp?

Q11) Which philosopher, composer and writer authored the works, Discourse on Inequality and The Social Contract?

Q12) Which singer married Cherry Seaborn in 2018?

Q13) What is the middle name of cricketer W. G. Grace?

Q14) At sea, how many hours is a dogwatch?

Q15) The ngwee is the currency of which country?

New Horizons

Keke Rosberg

A) Pollination    B) Sap flow    C) Wilting leaves    D) Root growth

William Herschel

Salvador Dalí
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2014

Vanity Fair

Jean-Jacques Rousseau

Ed Sheeran

Gilbert

A) 2    B) 1    C) 3    D) 4

Zambia
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